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About This Game

Game contains simple English only.
Refer to the manual for more details.

[Overview]

A racing game where you speed through a futuristic world in anti-gravity machines.
You can experience overwhelming speeds and realistic motions!

[Features]

Beautiful visuals and intensely powerful sounds
Simple controls so anyone can enjoy playing

10 unique machines
35 courses each with variation

3 types of game play (racing style)

[Game Types]

RACING
Compete with rival machines for 1st place.

TIME CHALLENGE
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Aim to complete the course in the shortest time possible.
KEEP SHIELD

Aim for the goal taking the least damage possible.

[Controls]

The machine controls are LEFT and RIGHT only.
Acceleration is automatic. NO BRAKING!
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Title: AceSpeeder3
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Racing
Developer:
RAINGRAPH
Publisher:
DLsite
Release Date: 9 Jul, 2018
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game super glitchy. cant change sensitivity, or when you find an article and click to read it you can not leave it. fix your game
people. This game was my childhood, easily one of my favorite games back in the days, I feel guilty giving this game a negative
review, but it just doesn't stand up by 2018's standards.

What's better:
-Supported by Steam (Workshop, servers)
-Better UI
-Slightly better graphics

What's still good:
-The game's content and idea, racing, making stunts, capture the flag with cars and so much more

What still sucks:
-No mouse support (call me a fool but i'd rather use keyboard for driving purposes while having mouse for rocket launcher,
minigun and voice chat)
-Servers are still dead, no players
-Graphics still suck and don't stand up by 2018's standards
-Some in game bugs
-Map editor could have been improved in those 10 years

What is even worse:
-Physics, controls and some missions (Mission #7 - Car theft - as an example - It's one of the first missions in the career and it's
always been somewhat difficult, but they decided to make it ten times more annoying to finish. In there, you're supposed to
drive a car through a small town and escape the police cars within 2 mins. What is worse in the new version of the game when it
comes to this mission:
1. the police cars have rocketlaunchers and miniguns, they can shred you to 0 hp in a few seconds
2. far worse car acceleration
3. the time you have got nerfed from 130 to 120s
4. when you try to respawn your car it respawns you much further back
5. the physics of the car are so bad that colliding with anything including nothing can sometimes make your car uncontrollable
and completely screw you over)

Tl;Dr:
The game is probably not worth buying for you unless you played the 2006 version, it's now supported by Steam and has
working servers again, it's even more infuriating and unfun to play compared to the old version.

4/10. I've enjoyed Silver Cow's previous games, so I was expecting to like this one too. They aren't exactly shy about what their
games are about, mainly impossibly busty women in various settings, but even though they're simple they accomplish their goals
pretty well and don't try to do much more than that. But Battleship Bishojo feels all around lacking; the story just isn't that
interesting, and while it has plenty of busty monster girls to show off every encounter is resolved pretty much the same way and
none of them are very long or interesting. You don't get very much time to meet the characters, let alone learn enough about
them to want to choose which one to get an ending CG of beyond just appearances, and the writing falls back to self-aware 4th
wall breaking way too often. I do have to give it credit for not ending on a cliffhanger like most of their other games, but the
ending still wasn't very satisfying, and by the end of the game it didn't feel like much of anything had been accomplished to the
point that it made me wonder if I had missed some sort of "true ending" path where the real story happens. It's an overall
passable game, but it's not much compared to Time Tenshi or Burokku Girls.. Finally. A good text-based RPG with a good story
and dozens of different paths to take.
Buy it. I guarantee you you won't regret spending a single cent!. This game has quite a lot of potential. I'm looking forward to
full ver of this game. (they should add hand break and multiplayer mod). Cossacks 2 couldn't hold up like Cossacks 1.. This is a
great creative game to play. It's kinda like Minecraft, Terraria, and Roblox combined together! You start out with nothing, But
as you destroy more shapes you can slowly build an entirely new world based on your imagination! It's currently in the Alpha
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stage (i'm pretty sure), but it's still very fun!. Wow. I like this game so much, I'd buy it for my friends. Ya know, if any of them
actually had a vive.. Fun little Puzzle Arcade game where you find yourself controlling these little toons. One of the little dudes
you control is Hate.Hate likes to push things away. The other guy is Love. He makes the little green blobs move towards him.
You use this combo to make your way across the levels to press the mighty BIG RED BUTTON. Plus for steam is you also get
cards to sell or trade. Good gaming everyone.. Haha, it looks like very old grandfather of sniper ghost warrior 1 ːsteamfacepalmː
Every Jump is a screenshot! ːsteamfacepalmː
Graphic and resolution is old and bad. AI enemy is very stupid, very slow and easy to kill. (My spotter is also very slow and
stupid too btw.) But sometimes they hit you with one shot and you're dead -if they are too close. Once my rifle scope crosshair
was gone -restart :)
But i love sniper games, and it is a sniper uhm sharpshooter game.
1 buck... worth it for nostalgic fanatic snipers.

But if you are not a fanatic sniper player, don't buy it.
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Super fun quick little game. Pucks flying at your face are scary.. makes my PC lag really bad, takes 10 min to open up my
browser with this turnd on.
. Just excellent.. works even with my coffee machine!. I am not bothered about point scoring in scenarios, I buy a route for the
route itself, NOT, what trains come with it, we all have access to RW Tools, swap content out if it doesn't drive properly, folks
cannot possibly give a low score for the layout just because they can't be bothered to do something about the poorly built trains!
Having said that though, not all the trains are bad, but, it depends on whether you are misgiving to small glitches, or, not. This is
a quite brilliant extension to the first Hamburg-Lubeck route that was released to the community, which now includes the
various underground\/overground services provided by Hamburg S-bahn. You start on the first leg of the journey in Wedel on
the outskirts of Hamburg at a small station and continue overground on both single and double tracks to Blankenese. Here you
will see several of the old German semaphore signals still in operation, which makes a nice change from all those colour lights
we see everywhere. Overground still we carry on to Altona, which is a huge Station and has several branch lines going off in all
directions, it also has many sidings for your passenger train consists to fill up. Here you will also find your first underground line
and station, and you can then carry on all the way into Hamburg main Station. I also detected some overground trackage from
Altona to the City, however, there was no scenery whatsoever built by DTG on this stretch, so, you can make your minds up
which way you want to go to get into Hamburg. This part of the map is quite built up, naturally, and might cause low-end
computer users to stutter as you make your way out of the city through the suburbs along the many lines that converge and exit
into portals. You drive down to Hasselbrook Station overground and then you can diverge North onto the 2nd part of the
extension to Barmbek and Ohlsdorf Stations, both of these locations have quite large Train Depots for your multiple unit
cleaning and maintenance. You can then carry on to a split in the trackwork and either travel underground to Hamburg Airport
Station, which is pretty neat, but, a dead end, or, carry on going on the 3rd rail to the end of the line at Poppenbuttel Station and
sidings, a few miles further on, this has a unique footbridge overpass that has been beautifully constructed and well worth
having a look at!
To keep on the original layout from Hasselbrook Station you can then take the OHLE mainline all the way to Lubeck, you can
start your freight train running anywhere around here really, but, I generally start mainly at Wandsbeck, which is away from the
City suburban area and less frame rate hungry on my PC, I then have a good run across to the huge main yard and harbour
sidings at Lubeck. This extended route has been superbly constructed, although, the lack of scenery in certain spots and PZB
and signalling is not quite up to DTG's usual standard, which can be mildly irritating, but, the layout offers huge potential for S-
bahn overground and underground passenger trains, regional and InterCity excursions and plenty of freight train workings. The
layout has been excellently built, the German buildings and ground texturing along with the smooth track running is particularly
good and the change from the busy City scene to the rural countryside and farmland is very well designed, a really brilliant route
that will keep you entertained for hours, and even though it has its faults, I would definately recommend it for the amount of
operational train workings it offers you overall and the lovely map to play them on.. Bugs here and there. The graphics look
good though, I give them that.. You get what you paid for, 4.7K achievements at minimum price. If you\u2019re an
achievement hunter looking to increase the number of achievements on your profile showcase, then I highly recommend buying
this. Else don\u2019t waste your money. This is not a game, it\u2019s just a way of distributing achievements.. This game is not
so bad. Its fun and ez to get achievements
but I so ♥♥♥♥ing hate this control >:(. Very fun 3D tower defense game with a physics based setup. Its challenging at times
but really allows you to be creative with your defense. can get hectic at times when defending and trying to rebuild destroyed
structures. Haven't even skimmed the surface yet but thought i should leave a review
So far 10\/10 for its rather unique genre.
If you enjoy tower defense, you should get this game.. This game is awesome, even at the early stages. Like any early access, it
needs work but it is already a lot of fun. I'm a big Battle Zone fan and this reminds me of it a little - the whole TD and FPS
combined. I looked forward to where this heads!. Good game, but it needs more stuff added.
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